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Jovana is not just a pretty face but also a Serbian National Team member who competed at the 2016 European Championships in Belgrade in addition to another two junior European Championships. With 7 National Championships across 2 clubs, Jovana has made winning look easy and can also add the 2015 World University Games in South Korea to her sporting CV.

Zlatko was born and raised into the prestigious Red Star Belgrade Water Polo Academy, progressing through their junior ranks right up to the senior team. He represented Serbia at junior level before defecting to Macedonia for Senior representation. He has forged a successful playing career across Serbia, Macedonia, Holland and Hungary.

In addition to his popularity with the fairer sex, Aleksander has built a successful career in the water polo world. From his beginnings in Belgrade with VK Beograd he progressed to VK Vojvodina in Novi Sad, meanwhile being a fixture in the junior National Program of Serbia in numerous World and European Championships. He now plays in the world’s top league in Hungary where he plays for the legendary Vasas team.
NEW GRIP FREE TECHNOLOGY
WATER POLO SUIT BY DELFINA
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NEW Style: 1805GF
GRIPFREE WATER POLO BRIEF
GripFree, innovative, silicon tapes, thin edges, Teflon™ coating, bonded, double layer, durable, fully customized.
190 gr/sq.m. fabric
80% Polyester Micro
20% Lycra® Sport

Style: 1405SHWP
MALE WATER POLO BRIEF
Double layer, durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized.
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester

Style: 1805MWPB
MASTERS WATER POLO BRIEF
Wide sides, double layer, durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized.
200 gr/sq.m. fabric
47% PBT, 53% Polyester

Style: 1805CHWP
COMFORT MALE WATER POLO SUIT
Double layer, elastic, durable, chlorine resistant, zipperback, comfort cut, customized by embroidery
170 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester

Style: WPCAP
Strong straps, comfortable and safe ear guards, chlorine resistant, fully customized,
200 gr/sq.m. fabric
47% PBT
53% Polyester
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Style: **WPCAP**
Strong straps, comfortable and safe ear-guards, chlorine resistant, fully customized, 200 gr/sq.m. fabric
47% PBT
53% Polyester

Style: **1405SFWP**
**FEMALE WATER POLO SUIT**
Double layer, durable, chlorine resistant, zipperback, comfort cut, fully customized.
200 gr/sq.m. fabric
47% PBT
53% Polyester

Style: **1805CFWP**
**COMFORT FEMALE WATER POLO SUIT**
Double layer, elastic, durable, chlorine resistant, zipperback, comfort cut, customized by embroidery
170 gr/sq. m. fabric
47% PBT
53% Polyester.
Former Russian National Champion Swimmer Zhilin has competed at a number of World and European Championships and was a finalist at the World University Games in 2013 in Kazan.

Born in Kazan, the daughter of a famous Russian soccer player Valery Martynov, Yana has continued the strong sporting genes in her family. A veteran of 3 Olympic Games and numerous World and European Championships, Yana’s career highlight to date is the silver medal in the 400m medley in the 2007 Melbourne World Championships and a gold at the World University Games in 2013 in Kazan.
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Style: 1806F2 FINA approved closedback kneeskin
COMPETITION FEMALE SWIMMING SUIT
bonded, woven Teflon™ coated fabric, high compression, partially customized
190 gr/sq.m. fabric, 80% Polyester Micro
20% LYCRA® SPORT custom design
130 gr/sq.m. fabric, 65% Polyamide,
35% Elastane in Black colour

Style: 1606F FINA approved kneeskin
COMPETITION FEMALE SWIMMING SUIT
bonded, knitted Teflon™ coated fabric, fully customized
190 gr/sq.m. fabric,
80% Polyester Micro,
20% LYCRA® SPORT

Style: 1806F1 FINA approved openback kneeskin
COMPETITION FEMALE SWIMMING SUIT
bonded, woven Teflon™ coated fabric, high compression, partially customized
190 gr/sq.m. fabric, 80% Polyester Micro,
20% LYCRA® SPORT custom design
130 gr/sq.m. fabric, 65% Polyamide,
35% Elastane in Black colour
Style: **1408SF57 Bandeau bikini**
TRAINING BIKINI
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, thin strap, with secure strings on the brief and the top.
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.

Style: **1405SF3 OpenBack**
TRAINING SUIT
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, thin strap
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.

Style: **1805SF332 Lightback Comfort**
TRAINING SUIT
Elastic, durable, chlorine resistant, comfort cut, customized by embroidery
170 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.

Style: **1805SF21 Comfort Skinback**
TRAINING SUIT
Comfortable, elastic, fully customized, thin strap
195 gr/sq.m. fabric 83% Polyester, 17% Lycra® XTRA LIFE™.

Style: **1805SF3 OpenBack**
TRAINING SUIT
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, low back, thin strap
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.

Style: **1408SF57 Bandeau bikini**
TRAINING BIKINI
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, thin strap, with secure strings on the brief and the top.
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.
Style: 1405SF1 BladeBack
TRAINING SUIT
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, wide strap
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.

Style: 1805SF33 Lightback
TRAINING SUIT
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, thin strap
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.

Style: 1805SF82 Xback
TRAINING SUIT
Durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized, wide straps, X-back
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester.
**MAN ACTIVE SWIMMING**

**Style: 1405SH23 jammer**

**TRAINING SWIM JAMMER**
Single layer with lining, durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester

**Style: 1606H FINA approved jammer**

**COMPETITION MALE JAMMER**
Bonded, knitted Teflon™ coated fabric, fully customized
190 gr/sq.m. fabric, 80% Polyester Micro, 20% LYCRA® SPORT

**Style: 1806H1 FINA approved jammer**

**COMPETITION MALE SWIMMING JAMMER**
Bonded, woven Teflon™ coated fabric, high compression, partially customized
190 gr/sq.m. fabric, 80% Polyester Micro, 20% LYCRA® SPORT custom design
130 gr/sq.m. fabric, 65% Polyamide, 35% Elastane in Black colour

**Style: 1405SH1 Male swim brief**

**TRAINING SWIM BRIEF**
Single layer with lining, durable, chlorine resistant, fully customized
200 gr/sq.m. fabric 47% PBT, 53% Polyester

**Style: SCAP**

**CUSTOM PRINTED SILICON CAP**
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Style: 1805MH
MALE HOODIE
Available in solid colours, printed inside of the hood, customized by embroidery
Main colour – 350 gr/sq.m fabric, 100% Cotton
Second colour – 300 gr/sq.m fabric, 92% Cotton, 8% Elastane
Inside of the hood: 100% Polyester

Style: 1805MJ
MALE BLUE JEANS
Straight fit, custom printed label on the back
98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Style: **BKPK big backpack**  
**45 LITER BACKPACK**  
with customized pockets and back part, all the rest is black.  
2 side pockets, one front, shoe compartment, 15 inch laptop compartment, air ventilation back  
100% Polyester

Style: **BKPKSmall backpack**  
**25 LITER BACKPACK**  
with customized pockets and back part, all the rest is black  
2 side mesh pockets, one front, wet compartment, 15 inch laptop compartment, air ventilation back  
100% Polyester

Style: **SHOES**  
**SPORT SHOES**  
Fully customized durable polyester shell fabric, white/beige non slippery outsole, shock absorption insole.
Style: 1405ST6 Male T-shirt
ELASTIC JERSEY
Breathable, fully customized
100% polyester

Style: 1605VSH unisex shorts
Breathable, fully customized, 2 side pockets, no lining
100% polyester

Style: 1805MP Male Cotton/Lycra pants
Available in solid colours
300 gr/sq.m fabric - 92% Cotton, 8% Elastane
Style: BATHROBE

Heavy, fluffy, water absorbing, customized by embroidery, available in Navy, Black and Red.

500 gr/sq.m. fabric, 100% Cotton
Style: **1405ST6f Female T-shirt**  
Breathable, fully customized, elastic jersey  
100% polyester

Style: **1605VSF female shorts**  
Breathable, fully customized  
100% polyester

Style: **1405TWL Towel 70x140cm**  
One side custom printed, the other side in white  
30% Polyester, 70% Cotton
Style: 1805FP Female Cotton/Lycra pants
Available in solid colours
300 gr/sq.m fabric - 92% Cotton, 8% Elastane

Style: 1805FH Female Hoodie
Available in solid colours, printed inside of the hood, customized by embroidery
Main colour – 350 gr/sq.m fabric, 100% Cotton
Second colour – 300 gr/sq.m fabric, 92% Cotton, 8% Elastane
Inside of the hood - 100% Polyester

Style: 1805FJ Female Blue Jeans
Straight fit, custom printed label on the back
98% Cotton, 2% Elastane